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Ramesh versus Hari Singh & Others 

11.12.2013

PW-3 Syed Faisal Huda aged 27 years son of Sh.SA Huda resident of H-42, 
3rd floor Abul Fazal Enclave Jamia Nagar Okhla New Delhi on SA 

I am a forensic expert. My qualification is B.Sc (Hons) in forensic Science from 

Amity  University  NOIDA alongwith  the practical  training on the subject  of  forensic 

science. I have given opinion in more than 400 cases in various courts of law, private 

and government departments. 

In this case,  I have examined  the disputed signatures marked as D-1 to D-11 

in my report and compared the same   with the admitted signature marked as A-1 in 

my report.  The details of the disputed  and admitted signatures and their exhibits are 

mentioned in my report.  My detailed report is Ex.PW-3/1 which bears my signatures 

at  point  A on each page along with my stamp.  I  have scientifically and carefully 

examined the disputed and admitted signature and my definite opinion is that the 

disputed signatures marked as D-1 to D-11  have not been written or signed by the 

same person who  has written  the  admitted  signature  marked  as  A-1.  The report 

contains  12  enlarged  photographs  and  CD  which  are  collectively  exhibited  as 

Ex.PW-3/2.  I  examined   the  disputed  signatures  from  each  angle  as  per  my 

professional  qualification  with  the  admitted  signature.  Thereafter  I  have given  my 

opinion in the report with the help of my associate Mr.Sayed Faizal Huda who is also 

a forensic expert. The signature of my associate on the report are at point B on each 

page. 

xxxxxxx Sh.Bhagwati Prasad Advocate for defendants except defendant No.2

I  have not  submitted my qualification  certificate  with  my report.  (Vol)  I  can 

produce if required. There may or may not be any difference in the signatures put by 

an  illiterate  person  with  a  gap  of  10-15  years.  (vol)  These  difference  fall  in  the 

category of natural variations. Signatures at points D-1 to D-11 of my report may or 

may not be of the same person.    

xxxxx by Sh.VK Rana Advocate for the defendant No.2

I  do  not  remember  if  counsel  for  both  the  parties  were  present  when 

photographs of the disputed signatures and admitted signatures were taken from the 
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judicial files.  The same were taken in the presence of  the court staff on 24.9.2013.  It 

is correct that the admitted signature nowhere relates with the writer of the disputed 

signatures.   It is correct that the disputed signatures are copied signatures from the 

admitted signatures and the same do not match with the admitted signatures. 

RO&AC  

(Reetesh Singh)
    ADJ (NE)-01/ 11.12.2013


